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Superpower Snowflake Data 
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▪ KNIME is now a Snowflake Premier Partner
▪ Access and execute your cloud data
▪ Offering a full data analytics stack
▪ Americas and Europe as targeted Geos

+
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One Platform. Many Workloads.
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Collaborating in the Data Cloud
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Snowpark for Python

Familiar Programming 
Constructs

Use familiar syntax with 
DataFrame abstraction

Rich Ecosystem

Easy access to hundreds of 
packages with automated 
dependency management

Secure Processing

Build with confidence in a highly 
secure, sandboxed environment

GAPUBLICPRIVATE
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The animation of the dot 
pulse can be optionally  
switched off on the master 
layout.

Go to View > Slide Master
After that go to Animations > 
Animations Pane.

Select additional title motifs 
from the separate PPT 
“Title variations”.

Siemens Healthineers, Marcel Meyer
CRM Excellence – 
Head of Data Governance & Management

KNIME SUMMIT Fall 2022, 11/15/2022

Data-as-a-service 
with Snowflake and 
KNIME
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In 2020 we decided our current approach for CRM analytics 
needs a change!

CRM Data Cloud
a corporate 

data-as-a-service for 
CRM

Marcel Meyer
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With the CRM Data Cloud we pioneered data management 
within Siemens Healthineers

User size doubled 
in last 12 month

70%+ users access 
data multiple times 

per week

700+ colleagues 
onboarded

Flexible & easy 
connectivity 

(Excel or dashboarding/analytics)

30k+ data 
downloads as 

day

30+ complex analytics 
use cases empowered

CRM

Service Financials

Marcel Meyer
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The CRM Data Cloud supports a broad range of use cases

Marcel Meyer | Siemens Healthineers

Funnel 
Management

Pricing 
Excellence

Customer 
Journey 

Analytics

Campaign 
Management

Coverage 
Analysis

Key Account 
Management

Sales Incentives

Blind Spot 
Analysis

…

…
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Latin America

CRM Data Data Cloud is THE globally accepted governed and 
curated data source for CRM data at Siemens Healthineers

AsiaEurope

EMEA “Cure” Dashboard Japan – Key Account Funnel Dashboard

Three examples out of 30+ use cases owned by Regions & Business Areas 

The use case
The “Cure” dashboard was developed by the EMEA 
Regional Office to support various management 
level conducting business reviews on customer level

The use case
Funnel transparency for Key account management 
connecting multiple data marts in one dashboard. 
Fully automated data synchronization with CDC.

Commercial Excellence

The use case
The commercial excellence dashboard in Latin 
America is the one stop shop for all sales leaders 
helping them to understand business trends and 
performance

Marcel Meyer
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The overarching architecture of the CRM Data Cloud

CRM

CPQ

Financials

Service

External 
Data…

Orchestration and Transformation via KNIME

Storage & Computation on Snowflake 
according to 4-Layer semantical concept

Access via 
Snowflake 
ACCESSLAYER

Data 
sources

Low-Code creation of 
transformation 
Workflows

Why these Tools?

Extract

DWH and computation 
performance for 
huge datasets. In line 
with global IT Strategy

Row Level Security 
and integrated 
with Microsoft 
environment

Marcel Meyer
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A highly automated data management delivers consistent 
data on large scale

Marcel Meyer

IT 
Data Lake

▪ ~20.000 
columns
▪ ~500 

tables
raw data

▪ ~240 workflows with 
business logic
▪ 3 distributed KNIME 

executors

▪ 1 master workflow 
to orchestrate
▪ 4x a day executed 

and scheduled 
through KNIME 
server

Business managed
semantical layer

Business managed
Data-as-a-Service

▪ ~3800 analytical rich data 
columns
▪ ~170 data marts addressing 

general use cases
▪ ~ 200 use case specific data 

marts
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Examples of Workflow:
Transform data in a visual and low code way

• Nodes with dedicated behavior (e.g.: Table Selector performs a select on the Database)
• Annotations are possible to explain transformation steps in detail
• Metanodes (groups of Nodes) to cluster logics that require multiple nodes
• Visually representation of data flow
• Reusable logics bundled in Components and shared across workflows

Marcel Meyer
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What we love about KNIME

▪ It’s easy to handover workflows within 
the team

▪ Visualization helps to understand the 
general idea of the workflow

▪ Re-wiring is easily possible

▪ Intermediate results can be examined 
during bug-fixing/error-analysis

▪ You can still code when needed

▪ We managed to migrate our data 
processing from Oracle to Snowflake 
within 4 weeks

▪ External data outside our data lake 
(e.g. mappings, etc.) can easily be 
brought in

▪ Interaction with other APIs possible 
during data load (e.g. data quality 
cleansing)

▪ Enriching KNIME native capabilities 
with Snowflake functionality

▪ Encapsulating & govern business logics

▪ Reduce time-to-solution by re-using a 
proven solution to a data problem

Low Code InteroperabilityRe-usable components

Marcel Meyer
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We have built a rich repository of components enabling 
Snowflake In-DB calculations, business logic, and automation

▪ ~40 components for in DB data 
manipulation
▪ Components to check certain columns out 

of Snowflake, manipulate with KNIME and 
join back to snowflake
▪ Adjust DDL of tables/view incl. metadata 

while writing data
▪ …

▪ Date to FY conversion
▪ Currency translations
▪ Organizational mappings
▪ …

▪ Master Workflow orchestration incl. logging
▪ Automated Row Level Access Policy & Data 

Masking on Snowflake the
▪ Workflow meta data extraction to Data 

Catalog
▪ …

Marcel Meyer
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Some valuable lessons learned to share with you

Marcel Meyer

Use meta data & annotations to 
describe/document

Build simple example workflow 
(train, test, improve)

Organize components in a similar/ 
same structure than KNIME nodes

Shared components are linked with absolute links! 
Think twice about location and name before using!

Keep components updated & efficient by using 
new KNIME features, plan for maintenance!

Generalize scope rather being too 
narrow!

Use Configuration Layout feature to 
optimize usability
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What we love about Snowflake

Warehouse scaling Scalable securityData sharing

▪ You can switch warehouses without 
re-connect -> You can for instance 
switch to a better warehouse only if 
large data is processed (we added this 
to our components!)

▪ You may want to use different 
warehouses during development and 
operational workflows (we added this 
automatic switch into our components)

▪ Share data amongst different 
snowflake instances -> We managed 
data integration within 24h in a recent 
acquisition

▪ Zero-Copy cloning is a very powerful 
function that can be used throughout 
development/testing

▪ Leverage row-access policies (can be 
automated easily with KNIME)

▪ Tag based data masking allows to 
master DP challenges (meta data can 
be forced through KNIME components 
if needed)

Marcel Meyer
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Honestly,…our users don’t care about how we manage it…as 
long as they have easy access to the data with their tool of 
choice

Just two examples of the most prominent frontends

Excel standard function

Office 365 Login

Select data mart

Get your data into Excel

MS Power BI standard connectivity

A model refreshed with a push of a button

Marcel Meyer
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Summary & Thank you!

www.linkedin.com/in/marcel-mm-meyer

▪ KNIME is more than just a tool for data science or to stitch some Excel or CSV files together (it can do so much more)

▪ KNIME server and distributed executors open the universe for an enterprise usage

▪ KNIME and Snowflake work great together

▪ Make use of the strengths of both tools

▪ KNIME: Low-Code, Re-usable components, meta data for workflows, endless options to solve a data problem

▪ Snowflake: The power of a database in the cloud, strong security, scaling (to keep credit usage under control)

▪ Have a game plan by having a good data architecture!

▪ Stay creative, innovative and solution oriented!

Marcel Meyer
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